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Market View 
 Yesterday’s bounce in European equities was short lived as markets have turned lower again 

this morning, following on from a weaker Asian session overnight  

 Despite US oil inventories data showing a drop on the week, oil sold off c. 8% over the past 

24 hours to below $27, which is just above the low of the year at $26.20 

 EURUSD sold off to a low of $1.1150 post Yellen’s remarks yesterday, however has caught a 

bid in the risk off environment overnight, rallying to $1.13; we think a re-test of $1.15 is a 

possibility in the near term  

 Key focus today will be day 2 of Janet Yellen’s testimony to try gauge the future path of US 

rate hikes; the market is now only pricing a 25% chance of one 25bps rate hike in 2016 
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DCC – 
(Outperform) 
Previous Close 
GBp5,015 

 DCC released an IMS this morning saying it expects that both 

operating profit and adj. EPS will be significantly ahead of the 

prior year and in line with current market consensus 

 DCC Energy, DCC Healthcare and DCC Environmental continued 

to perform well, with more difficult trading conditions seen in DCC 

Technology 

 Full year earnings are expected on 17 May 2016 

Comment: Market consensus is for 35% growth in EPS and 62% growth 

in operating profit for full year earnings. Operating profit in DCC Energy 

(70% of revenues) in the third quarter was significantly ahead of the prior 

year, despite the milder winter weather conditions, while management 

noted that the two acquisitions were also modestly ahead of expectations. 

Operating profit in DCC Technology was behind the prior year, as the 

business continued to be impacted by reduced demand for tablet, 

smartphone and gaming products, however, its Healthcare and 

Environmental divisions were strongly ahead of prior year. We continue to 

like DCC for its diversified offering, and its position as a middle man in the 

energy market means it is mostly protected from fluctuations in oil prices. 

The shares are trading on 18.75x FY17e earnings and offers a dividend of 

2.03%. Shane Kelly |  Investment Analyst 

Twitter – (Not 
Rated) 
Previous Close 
$14.98 

 Twitter released full year earnings last night which showed EPS 

11% ahead of expectations 

 Of concern however, was the lack of growth in its user base, as 

Monthly Active Users remain broadly level at 320m, below 

expectations of 324m 

 Revenue is seen between $595m-$610m in the first quarter, far 

below current expectations of $627m 

Comment: These results highlight the extent to which Twitter is being left 

behind by our top conviction call, Facebook and its business Instagram. 

Facebook has 1.6billion Monthly active users, while Instagram has over 

400m. Twitter faces a number of challenges, including the recent 

departure of several senior executives, and the dual CEO positions held by 

its founder and current CEO Jack Dorsey. Twitter’s user experience is 

deemed more cluttered and less user friendly than competitors, reducing 

the likelihood of advertisers using the platform. In the company’s favour 

however is the high level of loyalty among its user base; those than have 

stuck with Twitter this long are likely to give the company a high degree of 

latitude to address some of its shortcomings. With a market cap of 

c.$12billion, Twitter is also a potential takeover target by either a larger 

Tech peer, or by Private Equity. As such, though there may be some value 

in the shares on a potential take-out play, we see far greater opportunity in 

the Tech space in names like Facebook, or the leading online retailer, 

Amazon.  

David Donnelly | Senior Investment Analyst  
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Buy Previous Close: €39.84 Price Target: €49.00 

Regulatory Information 
Issuer Descriptions: (Source: Bloomberg) 

DCC: DCC is a sales, marketing, distribution and business support services Group. The Group operates in the following sectors, energy, IT 

entertainment products, healthcare, and environmental services. DCC's strategy is to grow a sustainable, diversified business.  

Twitter: Twitter, Inc. provides online social networking and micro-blogging service. The Company offers users the ability to follow other user’s 

activity, read, and post tweets. Twitter serves customers worldwide.  

Historical Record of recommendation 

DCC: We have an Outperform on DCC as of 17/8/15 changing to Outperform from Not Rated. 

Twitter: We have a Not Rated recommendation for Twitter and no changes have been made in the last 12 months. 

None of the above recommendations have been disclosed to the relevant issuer prior to dissemination of this Research.  

Date of distribution 

The first date of distribution is the same date as this report unless otherwise specified. 
All regulatory disclosures pertaining to valuation methodologies, definition of the rating system and historical records of the above recommendations 

can be found on the Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland website here: 

http://www.cantorfitzgerald.ie/research_disclosures.php 

This material is approved for distribution in Ireland by Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd. It is intended for Irish retails clients only and is not intended for 

distribution to, or use by, any person in any country where such distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation.  Cantor Fitzgerald 

Ireland Ltd (“CFIL”) is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd is a member firm of the Irish Stock Exchange and the 

London Stock Exchange. 

Where CFIL wishes to make this and other Cantor Fitzgerald research available to Retail clients, such information is provided without liability and in 

accordance with our terms and conditions that are available on the CFIL website. 

No report is intended to and does not constitute a personal recommendations or investment advice nor does it provide the sole basis for any 

evaluation of the securities that may be the subject matter of the report. Specifically, the information contained in this report should not be taken as 

an offer or solicitation of investment advice, or to encourage the purchased or sale of any particular security. Not all recommendations are 

necessarily suitable for all investors and CFIL recommend that specific advice should always be sought prior to investment, based on the particular 

circumstances of the investor either from your CFIL investment adviser or another investment adviser. 

CFIL takes all responsibility to ensure that reasonable efforts are made to present accurate information but CFIL gives no warranty or guarantee as 

to, and do not accept responsibility for, the correctness, completeness, timeliness or accuracy of the information provided or its transmission. This is 

entirely at the risk of the recipient of the report. Nor shall CFIL, its subsidiaries, affiliates or parent company or any of their employees, directors or 

agents, be liable to for any losses, damages, costs, claims, demands or expenses of any kind whatsoever, whether direct or indirect, suffered or 

incurred in consequence of any use of, or reliance upon, the information. Any person acting on the information contained in this report does so 

entirely at his or her own risk 

All estimates, views and opinions included in this research note constitute CANTOR IRELAND’s judgment as of the date of the note but may be 

subject to change without notice. Changes to assumptions may have a material impact on any recommendations made herein. 

Unless specifically indicated to the contrary this research note has not been disclosed to the covered issuer(s) in advance of publication. 

Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance. The value of your investment may go down as well as up.  Investments denominated 

in foreign currencies are subject to fluctuations in exchange rates, which may have an adverse affect on the value of the investments, sale proceeds, 

and on dividend or interest income. The income you get from your investment may go down as well as up. Figures quoted are estimates only; they 

are not a reliable guide to the future performance of this investment. 

Conflicts of Interest & Share Ownership Policy 

It is noted that research analysts' compensation is impacted upon by overall firm profitability and accordingly may be affected to some extent by 

revenues arising other CANTOR IRELAND business units including Fund Management and Stockbroking. Revenues in these business units may 

derive in part from the recommendations or views in this report. Notwithstanding, CANTOR IRELAND is satisfied that the objectivity of views and 

recommendations contained in this note has not been compromised. Nonetheless CANTOR IRELAND is satisfied that the impartiality of research, 

views and recommendations remains assured.  

Our conflicts of interest management policy is available at the following link; 

http://www.cantorfitzgerald.ie/support_mifid.php 

Analyst Certification 

Each research analyst responsible for the content of this research note, in whole or in part, certifies that: (1) all of the views expressed accurately 

reflect his or her personal views about those securities or issuers; and (2) no part of his or her compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, 

related to the specific recommendations or views expressed by that research analyst in the research note.   
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